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PERSONAL VIEW

It was as a general-practitioner substitute that I went to my
first accident. At the time I was a houseman on the obstetric
unit of a hospital, in what was once part of the South Wales
coalfield. General practitioners were in charge of the casualty
department and, because the hospital was understaffed, I was
the only resident. One afternoon a request came from the police
for a doctor to attend a nearby accident. Everyone else seemed
too busy and one of the practitioners asked me to go. So,
naturally, I agreed to do so.

* * *

The journey in the police car is a very indistinct memory,
but I can recall the site of the accident quite clearly. It was a

dull overcast day with a slight drizzle. An agricultural tractor
had overturned on a slippery mountain slope and crushed the
driver. Probably he was killed instantly. His body lay about
fifty yards above the tractor, while some ten yards further
along the slope crows had gathered and were pecking at his
brain. There was nothing to do except confirm the death, re-

move the body, and write a report for the coroner. It was with
vexation that I remembered the cne piece of advice that had
remained in my mind since my student days about attending
accidents. This had come from a gynaecologist, and, of the
various pearls of wisdom strewn in my path during those years,
it was the only one that remained embedded verbatim. The
advice was this: " If you ever see an accident never go near

it. You'll find there is nothing you can do." This was rather
cynical advice perhaps, but no doubt based on the man's ex-

perience; my own now seemed to endorse his.

* * *

About four years passed before I again found myself in a

similar situation. During this time, I was working in an isolated
area of Canada. Accidents seemed to occur less commonly
there than here in mid-Wales, but one in particular was

memorable. At the time I was the only resident civilian doctor
in a very extensive area and my senior colleague was away on

a month's holiday. The accident occurred near a village some

200 miles north of our base hospital. The resident nurse

radioed to say that an Eskimo had been shot in the leg while
on a fishing trip and probably had a fractured tibia. Normally
this man would have been flown immediately to the hospital,
but on this particular day the weather was so turbulent that
flying was impossible. At it was, the nurse would have to
manage as best she could until the morning, with analgesics
and antibiotics.

That night I studied my textbook on surgery with great
concentration. The possibility of having to amputate a limb,
though remote, did arise, and obviously it was wise to be as

prepared as possible. Quite frankly I had hoped that it would
not be necessary, as I still had not seen an amputation per-
formed.

The following morning the leg was black and the weather
bad, though the pilot had now agreed to attempt the flight It
was possible that he might have been able to reach the village
but then be unable to return for some days, so, with a care-

fully selected bag of instruments, I went with him. But we

never reached our destination. The weather had become pro-

gressively worse, and eventually we were forced to return to
base. Fortunately, the day after was perfect, so the pilot went
alone. He was 'back by late afternoon with the injured man,

and it was then immediately obvious that the limb would have
to be amputated. It was completely gangrenous from the knee
down, and oozed the mousy smell of Clostridia. A well-known
surgeon who was stationed 250 miles further south, agreed to
amputate, if the patient was transferred to him. We discussed
the situation by radio and agreed that the transfer should be
made the following day. But that morning a storm was blowing.
Our single-propeller plane was grounded and immediate
transfer seemed impossible. Somewhat morosely I again studied
the surgical textbooks, but a solution suddenly presented it-
self. The base manager, Jack Watts, had located at a town
twenty miles away a twin-propeller plane capable of flying
south. All we had to do was to convey the patient across two
rivers and twenty miles of dirt track to the plane. Jack and his
staff did this with the utmost skill and the leg was amputated
the same day. The following summer -the patient was as usual
out in his dory catching fish. In all he had been conveyed some

450 miles by a variety of transport, including plane, truck,
ambulance, row-boat, and dog-sleigh. The patient had in fact
been transferred from the site of the accident to the surgeon
without the help of a doctor, so why, I thought, -bother to go

out to accidents, especially when my attempt to reach the
patient failed.

* *

This attitude of mine persisted dormantly until I settled in
practice in mid-Wales. It was the custom of my new colleagues

to attend all accidents wherever they might occur and as soon

as the call was received. These calls could be frequent, and at
first I doubted whether attending these accidents served any

useful purpose. Also it could be a nuisance, because to leave a

busy surgery suddenly was often annoying and not always
easy. What was one achieving anyway? The ambulance men

were efficient and more experienced than myself, and so were

the police. But with time I learnt some of their skills-and also
that they liked to have us with them. We took no special equip-
ment and rarely used analgesics, since our main function was to
assess priorities and supervise the transfer of the patients.

The results now seem worthwhile. I have come to realize the
importance of what has been achieved. My senior partner has
been attending road and other accidents in the area for over
thirty years, and during that time no patient has died in transit
to hospital. This is a remarkable achievement, and one that
will be increasingly difficult to maintain. But I have no doubt
that we could equip ourselves better, and I now carry an in-
flatable splint and an airway, both of which have proved most
useful. We have still a lot to learn, and the slight feeling of
apprehension that invariably accompanies me to an accident is
still there. This inner tension may well 'be a permanent
travelling companion, as the problems arising at accidents can-

not be completely anticipated. I am always very pleased when
the injuries are slight and my help unnecessary; but, when the
injuries are severe, whatever can be done to ensure the safe

transfer of the casualties to hospital is certainly worth doing.

W. DEwI REES,

Montgomeryshire. General Practitioner.
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